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Cut Points



Feedback from EBF on cut points
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Continuing the past discussions on immunogenicity

Ø Previous EBF discussions:
– “Current analysis of immunogenicity – Best Practices and Regulatory Hurdles”, September 27-28, 

2016: https://e-b-f.eu/fw201609-slides/
– FW Paper: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29345496/

– “Today’s challenges and solutions in assessing immunogenicity in patients”,
September 19-20, 2018: https://e-b-f.eu/fw201809-slides/

– “Training Day: managing the Practical Aspects of Immunogenicity”, Cyberspace March 23-24, 
2021: https://e-b-f.eu/fw202101-slides/

– Recommendations and discussion points on immunogenicity, biomarkers, automation/technology 
and protein–MS from the 2021 European Bioanalysis Forum Focus Workshops: 
https://www.future-science.com/doi/10.4155/bio-2021-0200

– A strategic approach to nonclinical immunogenicity assessment: a recommendation from the 
European Bioanalysis Forum: https://www.future-science.com/doi/full/10.4155/bio-2021-0028

– Plus sessions in Barcelona and the EBF Strategy and Year End Members Meetings
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The use of cut points for immunogenicity assays

Ø Used to determine negativity or positivity 
and assess titre

Ø Level of response in the assay rather than 
a quantitative assessment

Ø Critical parameter of any immunogenicity 
assay to allow immunogenicity assessment

Ø Statistically set from drug-naïve individuals
Ø Distribution of the population
Ø Removal of analytical and biological outliers
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So what’s the issue with cut points?

Ø Calculation of robust scientifically and clinically meaningful cut points
– Incidence of immunogenicity is not the full story!

Ø Technology and assays 
– Are we just measuring instrument noise?
– Different statistical approaches, outlier removal methods
– Operationally analysing a large number of positives without clinical consequence
– Often the confirmatory tier barely differentiates from screening tier (Kubiak 2012)

Ø Trials in multiple regions, different disease states or populations 
Ø Transfer of assays, cross validation, reagents and life-cycle management
Ø Pre-existing antibodies (e.g. LNP, AAV, PEG etc.)
Ø Validation Vs. In-study cut points
Ø Regulatory landscape has changed as experience has grown
Ø Immunogenicity assessment is becoming more complex as new(er) modalities may be 

more challenging or novel
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Particular focus on cut points and questions within the 
EBF community
Ø When should an in-study cut point be applied?

– How to determine
– Comparison to the method validation or other studies 
– Any considerations for nAb assays (2-11% is focussed on the screening cut 

point)
Ø What constitutes a different population, especially for oncology?
Ø What to do when a method validation cut point is very low

Ø Clearly became evident that this was bigger than a Finger on the Pulse (FotP) 
survey
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We arrived here ….

https://e-b-f.eu/fw202201-slides/



Focus Workshop sessions

Ø Session 1: Introduction and the problem statement
– Scene-setting and current challenges

Ø Session 2: Strategic thoughts to consider
– Context of Use for ADA assays, nAb assays and the utility of the confirmatory tier

Ø Session 3: Case studies
– Disease populations, in-study cut points, low false positive rates

Ø Session 4: Cross validation, general considerations and case studies
– Feedback from EBF, harmonising cross-validation approaches

Ø Session 5: Thinking outside the box-plot
– Alternative statistical methods, automation

Ø Session 6: Regulatory expectations and challenges, including ISI and 
closing panel discussion 
– Pre-existing antibodies, Integrated Summary of Immunogenicity (ISI) and panel discussion
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Context of Use (CoU) for immunogenicity assays

Ø Just like biomarker assays have a different CoU based on the purpose of the 
assay and the decisions being made with the data, ADA assays also have a 
CoU

Ø Similar challenges exist as for the Biomarker CoU discussion:
– Understanding the ability and limitation of the assay(s)
– Use of the data and decisions being made
– Scientific value
– Stakeholder management
– Stage of development (nonclinical, clinical, Ph1 Vs. Ph3)
– Tier of immunogenicity assessment (which assay(s) are appropriate)

Ø Just because assays are compliant with current regulatory guidance, it may not be 
good science and/or guarantee a successful submission
– New(er) modalities
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Statistical methods for cut point setting

Ø Industry feeling that cut points are measuring assay noise 
Ø Several alternative presented during the FW

– https://e-b-f.eu/fw202201-slides/
Ø Justification can be made for the use of other statistical methods

– Outlier removal approaches may be inappropriate for the study 
population

– Could be excessive removal of biological outliers
– Use of in-study cut point could be more appropriate

Ø Regulators may be open to alternative approaches for outlier exclusion 
criteria

Ø Adequate scientific justification through presentation of data
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Validation Vs. In-study cut points

Ø Validations use a relatively small sample set
Ø Cut point set in validation may not fit the study population(s)
Ø Determination of False Positive Rate (FPR) in pre-dose samples

– Outside 2-11% is generally accepted as the range to apply an in-study cut point 
(screening assay)

– Needs a reasonably sized populations for reliable assessment
– Higher FPR generates more operational challenges

o May make a scientific justification for an in-study cut point 
– Lower FPR creates regulatory interest

Ø When making the decision to calculate in-study cut points
– Useful to visualise data in the form of histograms or boxplots
– Use of a statistical assessment of the difference of the means (ANOVA) 

and variances (Levene’s test)
Ø May have to report “preliminary data” and re-evaluate when in-study cut point can 
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Confirmatory tier

Ø Purpose is to eliminate false positives from 
samples that screened positive

Ø In reality, there is a high correlation between the 
screening and confirmatory tiers

Ø Much discussion within the industry to the utility of 
the confirmatory tier

Ø Operational benefits and also eliminate the low 
responses close to the cut point/clinically 
irrelevant
– Assays are (overly) sensitive with low cut 

points
Ø Should we be moving away from a potentially out 

dated paradigm for “3-tier” testing?
Ø Open a dialogue with the regulators to use a 1% 

False Positive Rate (FPR) for screening tier
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Disease populations 

Ø Validations may use healthy (and disease state) samples for cut point 
determination
– Sample numbers are smaller compared to late stage trials

Ø FDA 2019: “Because samples from different target populations and disease states 
may have components that can cause the background signal from the assay to 
vary, different cut-points may be needed for discrete populations.”

Ø However, what constitutes a new or discrete population?
– The background populations in oncology can be varied
– Biological variation is the important factor for cut points, so is your population 

actually distinct from another?
– Use of in-study cut points
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Cross Validation

Ø No regulatory guidance, but maybe not a bad thing!
Ø Assays are semi-quantitative rather than qualitative
Ø Is “comparison” a better term that “cross validation” 

– FDA and NMPA actually use “comparability”
Ø Correlation of PK, PD and immunogenicity data

– Even if the titre is different between the assays, data are correlated
– Assays more sensitive than what is clinically relevant so small differences may 

not be impactful
Ø Matrix and reagent supply can be different in other regions which can impact the 

assay
Ø Scientific approach, ideally with PCs and samples

– Samples can be prohibitive in some cases (e.g. low sample volume, China)
– Comparable results in 80% of samples (n=30)
– Some may set within a defined number of titre dilutions
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Pre-existing antibodies

Ø Pre-existing antibodies can be challenging for cut points
Ø Specific or cross-reactive with a protein or glycan epitopes to the biotherapeutic drug
Ø May occur due to structurally similar dosed products or environmental exposures to non-human 

proteins
Ø Higher signal responses in baseline samples compared to majority of drug naïve samples
Ø Some modalities may inherently have pre-existing ADA (e.g. AAV, PEG etc.)

– LNP pre-existing antibodies may be more common following COVID-19 vaccinations using 
LNP

Ø ADA at baseline (“prevalence”) may have clinical consequences – “treatment boosted”

1. Assay approaches such as increased dilution
2. Removal of pre-existing samples from cut point assessment
3. Data may be handled by outlier methods and data transformation to bring close to normality 

(e.g. <20% of baseline samples)
4. Spike enough drug to eliminate the pre-existing signal 

– Remove confirmatory tier and screen positives moving directly to the titration tier
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Looking to the future ….
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Topics that the community want to discuss further

Ø Are we doing too much?
– Do we really need the confirmatory tier?
– Value of domain specificity in all cases
– PK is usually the first (and a sensitive) indicator
– Is there really a need for nAb (e.g. mAb therapeutics)?

Ø Further discussions on drug tolerance
– Responses have to be high to ‘drown out’ the drug 
– Are we doing too much and what may be good enough?

Ø Where is the greatest benefit to the patient?
– Considerable cost, time and resources (21st Century Cures Act)
– May be no clinical relevance yet still performing considerable packages of work
– What we are unable to do due to involved packages of work and impact on getting 

life-changing medicines to patients
– Also results in increased workload for the regulators

Ø Engaging regulators in an open forum
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Final thoughts ….
Ø Immunogenicity assessment should not be a tick box

– Regulatory guidance lags behind what industry is 
seeing

– Guidance takes time to change
– The landscape is ever changing and so are the 

biotherapeutics being assessed
– Guidance may not appropriate in all situations

Ø Immunogenicity evaluations should be driven by 
scientific rationale
– Be prepared to have a conversation with regulators 

about your program 
– Not all drug programs are created equal!
– Doing what is right for the patient

Ø If there is no scientific rationale, then it is not science
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Contact Information

Questions: info@e-b-f.eu

European Bioanalysis Forum vzw 
www.e-b-f.eu
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